
The party answers a plea for help from the local watchman, only to arrive at the jail and see that Berthold the 
Bloody, renowned criminal, has escaped from his cell! The watchman pleads with the party to find Berthold and 
capture him before he escapes for good.

The GM creates an 11-space track, placing two tokens on the first space, one for the party and one for Berthold. 
Some encounters may specify where along the track to set the tokens, or provide some factors that may modify its 
position, but in general, the GM starts at one one end or in the middle and works toward the extremes.

Progress Tracker examPle: chasing The criminal

The group decides to split up and see if they can learn more about where Berthold may have gone. One of the 
players rouses the unconscious guard and learns that Berthold left just a few minutes ago. He also realises that 
Berthold stole the guard’s cloak. That means they’re close behind, and will have a better chance at identifying 
Berthold. The GM moves the party’s tracking token one space to the right, one step closer to finding Berthold.

Another player heads to the local tavern and spends some coin to see if any of the locals have heard anything. The 
barkeep confesses he “might know something” but it’s not worth him risking his neck. The character bargains with 
the barkeep and eventually learns that Berthold had kept a sword and a small pack of supplies hidden in the hayloft 
out by the stables. The GM moves the party token another space to the right.

A third character decides to try and follow Berthold’s tracks. Fortunately, it had rained the entire day before, and 
the ground is muddy. Unfortunately, the character utterly fails his Observation check, follows the wrong set of 
tracks, and ends up back at the jail, wasting valuable time. This pushes Berthold’s token toward the right.

As Berthold covers his tracks or the characters reach dead ends or become distracted by other things, his counter 
may progress further to the right. If it reaches the first event space before the party token does, he is able to recover 
his cache of supplies from his hideout. If his token ever reaches the far right event space, Berthold has escaped the 
party’s clutches—now they’ll have to either assemble a full manhunt or give up trying to recapture him.

By following up on clues, coming up with clever ideas, passing certain skill checks, and flexing their creativity, the 
party can advance the token further to the right. If it reaches the final event space before Berthold’s token, they 
locate Berthold and can encounter him. What the characters do then is up to them...
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